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The basics are the same. Our nervous system sends a signal. Groups of muscle fibers react and contract. Muscle groups work together to create movement in our skeleton. The effect of this muscle contraction through the hinge of any variety of joints. Using this joint as a support, two lengths opposite the joint either
increase the angle or reduce their angle. Is there any of this? Ok. When our muscles contract and cause an increase or opening of this angle we call it an extension. When we reduce or close this angle, we call it bending. There are many other actions that can happen. Rotation, supination, pronation... but we'll focus on
expanding and bending. With the concept of basic movements in our minds, the next thing we will talk about is the concept of tonic and phase muscles. Muscle-toning muscles are muscles that can act without or only with limited incentive to work. Sometimes it can be called background muscles. One example is the
sphincter muscles in our digestive tract. We consciously do not think about controlling them, but they continue to work even without sane. Muscle tonic muscles tend to be higher in slow twitch fibers, meaning that they are quite resistant to fatigue and capable of doing a lot of work. Phasic muscles that act only when we
tell them too. These muscles are higher in the rapidly twitching muscle fibers. These are some of the most powerful motors in our body, but they tend to fatigue faster than tonic muscles. Most of the time when we talk about tonic and phase muscles we talk about smooth muscle fiber that is used to control our body
functions rather than specifically our large muscle groups. The difference in this case comes from the effects of loading these muscles. This is especially true in the case of faulty downloads, either because of over-loading, unstable downloads, or excessive volume. When any or all of them occur with a muscular group,
the results are not always equal. The main tonic muscles in our body include Hamstrings Hip Flexors Erector Spinae (Low Back) Breast biceps. The interesting thing about this is that when it comes to skeletal muscles, most of our tonic muscles are also flexors. These muscles are responsible for creating flexion, usually
we see these movements in exercises such as foot curls, back extensions, bench presses, chest flies, and curls. We described the tonic muscles as muscles that can act in the background. At first it doesn't sound accurate because we can control these muscles by nature. The reasoning is because of what happens
when we work over our hamstrings, do too many leg lifts, or spend too much time doing preacher curls. We've all done it. Monday rolls his bench press day and we feel pumped up so we go for it hard, maybe too hard. Hard. at the end of the job, and even the next day our breasts and shoulders are super tight. When our
chest fatigues, they tighten. They are getting harder to move and our range of motion is decreasing. These muscles actually become more stimulated after so much stress the fiber muscles become contracted without us actively controlling it. Phase muscles include: quadriceps Glutes Abdominals Upper Back Triceps
Deltoids phase muscles can create a lot of energy, but when they become tired they will become less responsive to stimulus. They lose the ability to produce energy and can actually begin to lengthen. As a rule, most of our phase skeletal muscles are stretched; muscles that create an extension or open the corner of our
joints. Any of these muscles when over worked may experience delayed onset of muscle soreness, but the difference here is the reaction either becomes unable to relax or becomes too relaxed. The biggest problem comes from the fact that our tonic muscles work in front of our phase muscles. When our tonic muscles
are tired as well as our phased muscles it can lead to a combined problem. One example is doing Deadlifts. During a heavy deadlift workout, the abdominal cavity keep the tension on our trunk and allow us to maintain a neutral spine. As they tire, our hips have trouble maintaining a good position and our spinae erector
(low back extensors) are taking a load. After exercise, the back is tight and sore and the abs are too tired to resist them. The longer we become aware of this and take action, it will bother us. Loading is not a problem. Overloading, excessive volume or unstable loading can cause problems, but we can train wisely to deal
with it. The other things we work against are the devastating effects of time. With age, these same muscles will tighten or weaken. On the one hand, we can do too much and do ourselves wrong, but we can do just as much harm by doing nothing. This is not always something we want to do because many of our tonic
muscles are out to show muscle. We want to make more biceps and injections because they look good. On the other hand, our phase muscles are our go muscles, these are our muscles that we use to perform; Move fast and be powerful. These muscles are not the ones that get girls, but the ones that help your time
Fran. But the reward is the ability to move better even when we age. So that's what I'm should we do? Frankly, the answer is simple. We need to stretch and work on the mobility of our tonic muscles and strengthen our phased muscles. The answer is smart and balanced preparation. Stretch something that gets stiff,
strengthen what becomes weak. And don't stop doing it! For 75 years, you'll thank me. It's This. teach you the difference between tonic and phase muscles so you can increase your FitPro knowledge, take an anatomy exam, and train your clients with confidence. You will discover: Why should you know about tonic and
phase muscles? Muscles work in pairsWhat is tonic and phase muscles? Which muscles are toning? Which muscles are phased? How can sitting affect posture and stiff muscles? Correcting imbalances Why should you know about tonic and phase muscles? As a personal trainer, you need to know the difference
between tonic and phase muscles for your Level 3 anatomy exam. In your exam, you will be tested for knowledge of 50 muscles, and that includes the relationship of these muscles to postural compensation, which basically speaks of Tonic and phased muscles. You need to know the difference between tonic and phase
muscles and which muscles are likely to be tonic or phase, but also how they affect our client's posture. This blog will tell you everything you need to know about tonic and phase muscles like FitPro, both for your exam and when you train clients. Let's start with the basics of understanding muscles... Muscles Work in
pairs They work together in a cycle of contracting and rest to achieve movement in the joint. This partnership is ideally like a harmonious marriage, with both sides playing give-and-take. The problem is, one muscle has a tendency to be shorter and tougher, with the other having a tendency to be longer and less activated.
It's like having one person in a relationship who likes to talk (all the time) and another just doesn't have a chance to get the word out in the edges of the way. Now replace the idea of talking, with the idea of contractions in the muscles - it's the same. They can't talk and listen at the same time, so when the muscle
contracts the other one has to listen, which really means it relaxes and lengthens. The muscle that likes to speak is definitely dominant, he finds it easy to contract and fire to the point he keeps the constant tension through the joint, causing a visible shift in skeletal alignment. In opposition, the muscle antagonist spends
most of the day relaxed, inactive and elongated, based on joint malalignment. You could see it as DOMINANT muscle and RELAXED muscles in every muscle pair. The dominant muscle that we talked about a minute ago is that we will phrase like TONIC. The antagonist to this is relaxed and we will call it PHASIC Look
at this chart, you can see how the tonic muscle is physically pulling the bone out of the alignment. This change in alignment is precisely why FitPro needs to know about tonic and phase muscles. Every muscle in our body has a tendency (tendency) to be either short and drawn or long and relaxed. This means that every
muscle in the body has a tendency to be tonic or phased. So you Learn a list of tonic muscles and a list of phase muscles in the body to predict which postural compensations can occur naturally. As a FitPro you can help prevent postural compensation and distortion with an effective exercise plan. Using strategic
flexibility to relax tonic muscles and strategic activation/strength work to stimulate phase muscles is key. Let's see which muscles fall into each category... Which muscles are tonic and phase? When asked which muscles are tonic and which are phased - studies can vary greatly. This table shows a summary of the main
tonic muscles in the body and the main phase muscles in the body. Left arm column lists the muscles prione to be stiff - this TONIC muscle, right hand column lists those who are prone to weakness - this PHASIC muscle These relationships are the key to understanding common patterns of postural compensation, such
as the upper cross (similar to kyphosis) and low-cross syndromes (similar to lord's). What this really means is that your understanding of tonic and phase muscles can lead to a deeper understanding of strategic planning, which in turn can reduce joint and back pain associated with postural compensations. You will learn
about how tonic and phased muscles affect your posture in your level 3 Anatomy and Physiology exam. Faulty download patterns now before we go any further, let me clarify the term faulty download. Faulty loading means any overuse, underuse, abuse (such as injury) or non-consumption (e.g., not getting adequate
exercise!). Tonic muscles tend to contract in response to overuse, underutilization or injury, while phase muscles tend to lengthen and weaken in response to these types of stimuli. These effects can lead to musculoskeletal imbalance and joint instability when postural and phase muscles are located on opposite sides of
agonistic-antagonistic relationships. You will learn about how tonic and phased muscles affect your posture in your level 3 Anatomy and Physiology exam. To help you prepare for your Level 3 Anatomy and Physiology exam and understand about the stiff and weak muscles in the body, we donated an entire video tutorial



about posture within our Level 3 Anatomy and Physiology Review Mastery Bootcamp. Click on the link below to learn more and learn everything you need for your exam: How can sitting affect your posture and stiff muscles? The problem is that the nature of our inactive customers' environment is likely to favour tonic
muscles. The body is a dynamic system (it just means it can change how it works) and it adapts to the things it is asked to do. If you constantly ask him to sit at the table all day and only squat when you need to go to the toilet, he is going to start defaulting on the use of tonic muscles. Muscles. As a result the stiff muscles
get tighter and more active and the weaker muscles get weaker and more relaxed. It's bad because when we start exercising again, we won't be able to use those muscles. Since mentioned earlier joint stability will be poor, and in addition, we instead ask tonic muscles to do what the phase muscles should do. This is
why people claim deadlifts and squats are bad for their backs. They cannot activate their buttocks and hamstrings after years of sitting in a chair, so the muscles of the lower back get OVER-recruited to compensate for the low activation from the buttocks and hamstrings. Correcting imbalances so you and your client now
understand what's going on. Now we have to decide how we fix it. As we mentioned, phase and tonic muscles have several different properties. The tonic muscles are slowly contracted and have great stamina. They are also prone to excessive activity and finally tend to get tougher when they are hyperactive. The phase
muscles quickly contract (yes this is due to the distribution of fibers) and have poor stamina. They tend to lengthen when they are weak, and this, combined with the tightening of the hyperactive antagonistic tonic muscle about the joint, can lead to improper kicking in the joint. Fixing this can have a huge effect on joint
pain relief (especially in the back). Failure to fix this will result in the loss of the customer's injury. So, the next time you're programming your client's workout, think about the phase muscles and what muscles you need to innovate to improve the client's technique. So you need to know about the tonic and phase muscles
for the Yuor exam, And as well as FitProMuscles Work in PairsTonic Muscles are the ones that have a tendency to be short and denseFase muscles are those that have a tendency to belong and weak and phase muscles can create postural compensationImbals between muscles can be caused by posture, posture,
sedentary or faulty boot As fitpros we can help correct the imbalance Of Posture is one of the 8 modules inside your level what Lydia had to say about Level 3 Anatomy Revisiting Skill Bootcamp    Test your knowledge with today's layout questions: NOTE: Answers below 3rd question QUESTION 1: Phasic
muscle... A. ExtendedB. Shortened C. Tightened. Overactive hyperactivity phasic vs tonic smooth muscles
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